Comments by the Symposium Chair on the Following Thermal Spectral charts
The following charts describe activities in the multfiyperspectral sensing technical area. Spectral target detection adds another dimension to passive sensing. This may make it possible to relax spatial sampling requirements. The third chart shows conceptually how the detection pixel can grow compared to classic detection techniques, and it may also be possible to detect partially obscure targets. Later charts discuss the requirements for day / night target detection and our data collection activities designed to support day / night target detection. Our current challenge is to use the spectral dimension in the thermal regime, so we can detect targets both day and night. The technology for day only spectral based target detection using the .4 to 2.5 pm region is relatively mature. A trade must be performed between midwave and long wave IR bands when considering thermal spectral detection techniques. Currently it appears that the long wave I R is more suitable for spectral based target detection due to enhanced clutter rejection based upon a very uniform natural background. It would be easier to build a thermal spectral based sensor in the mid IR portion of the spectrum, so there is still interest in making that portion of the spectrum work for thermal spectral based target detection. .c, .
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